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Domestic payment systems work well…and continue to evolve…

In the last two decades, FPSs have spread around the world. 60+ jurisdictions have launched
fast payment services. The pandemic increased end users’ demands for digital payments and
increased the potential of FPS as alternative to cash.
CPMI (2021): Developments in retail fast payments and implications for RTGS systems, December.
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…But cross-border payments suffer from a number of challenges

Low speed

High costs

Limited access

Limited transparency

Global coordination can make cross-border payments faster, cheaper & safer
This multidimensional problem requires a comprehensive approach. The G20 cross-border
payments programme, launched in 2020, by FSB and CPMI, is an ambitious response to
these challenges. Much progress has been made – and we are now at an inflection point.
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Economics of payments 101: market failures in payments require intervention
Three roles for central banks
 Central banks as catalyst


Use convening power to address coordination failure and collective action problem in a
network industry

 Central banks as standard-setter and overseer

Address negative externality in private sector payment services
 Internalise externality through regulation, supervision and oversight


 Central banks as service provider


Provide public goods (ie central bank money); operate payment and settlement systems
Not mutually exclusive, works best in combination
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The Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures: Mandates
Forum for central
bank cooperation monitors and
analyses
developments in
payments and FMIs

Global standard
setter - strengthens
regulation, policy and
practices worldwide

Promoting the
safety and
efficiency of
payments and
FMIs

Currently chaired by Sir Jon Cunliffe (BoE); reports to the Governors of the BIS Global Economy
Meeting. Established in 1990 as Committee on Payments and Settlement Systems (until 2014).
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The BIS (in red) is leading the majority of the programme
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Inflection point: Implementation and Priority on prioritisation
 An international effort requires working in coordination with many stakeholders

 Industry | Central banks | Other public authorities

 Prioritising what?

Targets now in place

 Payment system interoperability and extension
 Legal, supervisory and regulatory frameworks
 Data exchange and message standards

 And how?

 Progress Report (Oct 2022)
 Enhanced engagement

+ Non-CPMI jurisdictions
Public-private partnerships
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Stablecoins present another global coordination challenge
How it started…
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How it’s going…

CPMI-IOSCO guidance on stablecoins

 A stablecoin arrangement that performs the transfer function is considered an FMI

 And, if determined to be systemically important, it would be expected to observe all
relevant CPMI-IOSCO Principles for Financial Market Infrastructures

 Regulation, supervision and oversight of stablecoins alone may not be sufficient
 Stablecoins, interacting with cryptos and Defi, could lead to a fragmented and fragile

monetary system; propagate risk from Defi


2022 BIS Annual Economic Report Chapter 3 "The Future Monetary System”

 Complimentary work by other private or public sector stakeholders

 Ongoing work by standard setting bodies
 Improvements in existing payment infrastructures
 Exploration or development of central bank digital currencies

Report
available
here
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Central bank involvement in CBDC work continues to rise…

Report
available
here

Kosse A, I Mattei: Gaining momentum – Results of the 2021 BIS survey on central bank digital currencies, BIS Papers No 125, May.
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…With critical questions to address at early stages of CBDC development
 Who will be able to hold and transfer retail CBDCs and under what conditions?

Report
available
here

 Will non-residents be granted access to a retail CBDC or will it be residents only?

 If yes, what restrictions to access given to non-residents?
- Only when visiting the country? Or also when abroad?
- Caps or fees on holdings or transactions?

 Will foreign payment services providers be able to hold and distribute a retail CBDC?
 What model for interoperability (and interlinking), both domestically and internationally?

CPMI, BISIH, IMF, World Bank Group (2022): Options for access to and interoperability of CBDCs for cross-border payments, Report to the G20, July.
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Interlinking of payments
 The interlinking framework outlines a set of

key factors and components that jurisdictions
should consider when exploring interlinking
arrangements and is guided by a set of
related key questions.

Report
available
here
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No “one-side-fits-all” approach:
High-level models of interoperability of payment systems

Trade-offs exist between models – Each has different implications and challenges

CPMI, BISIH, IMF, World Bank Group (2022): Options for access to and interoperability of CBDCs for cross-border payments, Report to the G20, July.
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Elements of global cooperation and collaboration
 Private public discussion

 Payments summit | Advisory groups | Technical expert groups
 Public consultations and call for ideas trigger a lot of industry responses

 Public consultation on PvP (BB 9) currently ongoing and on ISO 20022 (BB 14) planned
 Webinars and workshops involve traditional firms and new players

 Upcoming workshops on PvP (BB 9) in September
 Focussed technical assistance, especially to emerging markets and developing economies

 IMF and World Bank
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For further information, see CPMI website: https://www.bis.org/cpmi/about/overview.htm
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